I
labama Judge Rul s:
SecularHumanistTextsMust
Children who believe in God have the same
constitutional rights in the public school classroom, as the atheist children, according to the
recent, long-awaited court decision by U.S.
District Judge W. Brevard Hand in Mobile,
Afabama.
In order to honor those constitutional rights,
Judge Hand ordered Alabama state officials on
March 4 to begin removing 45 social studies,
history, and home economics textbooks from
Alabama public schools on the grounds that
those texts promote the non-theistic religion of
"secular humanism."
The court found in Smith et al v. Board of
School Commissionersof Mobile County that,
since the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment prohibits teaching children to
believe in God and eternal moral values in the
pubiic school classroom, it likewise prohibits
teaching children not to believe in God and
eternal moral values through the promotion of
secular humanism in classroom textbooks.
As defined in secular humanist literature,
secular humanism is a formal body of beliefs
which teaches that: God is either nonexistent or
irre:evant to modern man, man is the supreme
value of the universe, no absolute morals or
values exist, man is purely a material or
biologicalcreature, and man, through the use of
Si:i.t:n.t,ific
reason, will save himself
Judge Hand's decision is being hailed as a
h:mdmark victoryfor parental rights advocates,
who, according to the 172-page court decision,
sought "objective education, not partisan
indoctrination."
The court firmly stated that this case is not an
i.,ttempt of "narrow minded or fanatical proreligionists to force a public school system to
teach only those opinions and facts they find
digestible." Instead, the decision stated that the
case is about "the improper promotion of
certain religious beliefs, thus violating the constitutional prohibitions against the establishment
of religion."

A case of the tables turned
The current case is a realignment of the 1986
Supreme Court case, Wallace v. la/free, in
which the Supreme Court ruled that silent
prayer or meditation in Alabama schools was a
violation of church and state. Unsuccessful
defendents in that case included 624 Mobile
parents, teachers, and students who intervened
on the side of the state to support the practice of
silent prayer in the schools.
Wl1en the case was remanded to Judge
Hand, who had previously ruled in favor of
silent prayer, Judge Hand restructured the case
in order to pursue the issue of religion in the
schools from a new angle, based on the
Supreme Court's decision to ban prayer. In a
new role, the Mobile parents' group became the
plaintiffs who sought to investigate and to
challenge the presence of other forms of religion
in school curricula.
The plaintiffs subsequently asserted that,
based on the fundamental doctrine and documents of secular humanism, secular humanism
is, in fact, an established religion, and that many
Alabama school textbooks promote that established religious doctrine. The promotion of
such an established religion, the plaintiffs
argued, consequently violated their First
Amendment rights.
In testimony before the court, scholarly
witnesses testified that secular humanism falls
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'Project Charlie' Under Attack;
Parents Question Program's Motives
Is ProjectCharliea drug education program
or isn't it? That question is at the center of a
growing debate between parents and school
officials nationwide as parents question the
controversial contents and techniques of the
widely-used curriculum.
According to program materials, Project
Judge W. BrevardHand
Charlie is a kindergarten through sixth grade
"drug abuse prevention program." Charlie
within the limits of the Supreme Court's
stands for "Chemical Abuse Resolution Lies in
functional definition of religion insofar as it is Education." The program is currently used in
an organized body of belief and doctrine which 27 states and Canada.
has well-developed codes of conduct or disciHowever, parents from states including Michpline, rituals, and sacred books. Witnesses igan, Colorado, and New York have recently
noted that one of those books, the Humanist expressed their concern to school officials that,
Manifesto, is replete with references that instead of warning students about the harmful
humanism is a religion.
effects of drugs, the majority of exercises in
The plaintiffs asserted and the court agreed ProjectCharlieviolate the students' and families'
upon examination that at least 45 textbooks privacy rights by focusing on the students'
currently in use in Alabama schools, many by feelings and beliefs and by asking students to
major publishing houses, promote secular reveal personal and private family information.
humanism largely by teaching "that the student
Parents cite lessons including the "Feelings
must determine right and wrong based
on Cube"
for their concen,. In the
his expenence, feelings and 'values ' "
"Feelings
" the young students sit in a
The court also noted that many textbooks circle and pun out a "feeling cube" from the
discriminated against theistic religions because Project Charlie Magic Bag. The si.des of the
"they generally ignore the presence and factual cube are typically labelled Sad, Mad, Glad,
importance of theistic religion as undeniable
Ashamed, and Afraid. The sixth side is left
influences in American society."
blank to act as a "wild card." The purpose of the
In compliance with Judge Hand's decision, cube is to help students "talk about our
state officials will remove the named textbooks feelings." Parents note that only one of the five
from public school classrooms, but the defen- feelings is happy.
dants, including the Alabama State Board of
Parent criticism of ProjectCharlieisnotnew.
Education, will appeal the case with the legal Project Charlie has been the target of parent
assistance and financial support of Norman
concern for 10 years. The demand for schools to
Lear's People for the American Way.
provide their students with a drug abuse prevenSee page 4 for list of named textbooks
tion program has fueled the fires of debate in

schools which have adopted ProjectCharlie.
Project Charlie developed with federal funds
The Project Charlieprogram began in 1976
in Edina, Minnesota, where community activists
spent $250 to distribute majJ!rials about chemical dependency. The following year, the same
activists applied for and received a $55,000
grant from the federal CETA (Comprehensive
Employment Training Act) program to develop
a formal program.
As a result, a local task force of five persons
with backgrounds in guidance and counseling,
education, and chemical dependency wrote the
first edition of the curriculum in 1977. When
completed, the program was implemented in
Edina schools.
Lynnelle Thiel, a staff member of the Storefront/Youth Action organization in Edina
which developed and distributes Project
Charlie,explained how Project Charliespread
to other states. Ms. Thiel said that, shortly
implementation of the program in
""'u•v•·"''"'• one a.rti.dein a national chemical
dependency magazine about Project Charlie
resulted in inquiries from many states. She said
those inquiries led to implementation of the
program on a national scale.
Ms. Thiel said that, although ProjectCharlie
is not currently supported with federal funding,
schools often use federal funding and federal
grant money to pay for local teacher training.
Objective: to teach "living skills"
Ms. Thiel said that the main objective of
ProjectCharlieis "to teach social competencies
and living skills and to build self-esteem." She
said that the scope of the program goes beyond

See Charlie page 3

Pro-Family Leaders Challenge Koop to Promote Abstinence
A coalition of 55 pro-family leaders publicly
challenged Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
on March 13 to make a strong public statement
to advise all Americans and especially teenagers
that abstinence until marriage is the best way to
stay healthy when it comes to sexual behavior.
The newly-formed Coalition for Teen Health,
led by Eagle Forum president Phyllis Schlafly,
announced at a Washington, D.C. press conference on March 13 that 55 prominent profamily leaders sent their challenge in the form of
a letter to Surgeon General Koop on March 2.
In the letter, the leaders noted that the
Surgeon General's "much publicized comments
in recent weeks conveyed the scandalous public
impression that you advocate the explicit teaching of 'safe' sodomy with condoms in the 'early
elementary' grades." The letter asked the Surgeon General ifhe would "specifically repudiate
this reporting of your remarks and forbid any
use of videos of your remarks which may be
interpreted to approve of thisbehavior?"
Instead, the leaders asked Koop, as "our
nation's chief public health official," to issue the
following statements:
• "I urge everyone to practice abstinence
from sexual activity until, as an adult, he or she

makes a commitment to a monogamous, lifetime marriage."
e "I
on State Legislatures to mandate all
public schools to teach children to practice sexual abstinence until, as adults, they make a commitment to a monogamous, lifetime marriage."
• "No school has the right to teach or discuss
sexual acts or devices, or nonmarital sexual
lifestyles, in a classroom that includes minor
children, because this could be a violation of the
First Amendment rights of children whose
religion teaches that nonmarital sex acts are
morally wrong."
• "No school has the right to install a
medical facility that dispenses contraceptives to
minors because this puts the school's stamp of
approval on sexual activity between children,
and the school should not be a party to
approving behavior that is unhealthy, potentially illegal, and an offense against all children
whose religion teaches that nonmarital sex acts
are morally wrong."
Mrs. Schlafly noted that the Coalition's recommended statements are completely in agreement with the recent statement by President
Reagan who said that the government "should
encourage responsible sexual behavior based on

can

fidelity, commitment, and maturity, placing
sexuality within the context of marriage."
The 55 signers include Phyllis Schlafly, Paui
W eyrich of the Coalition for America, Howard
Phillips of the Conservative Caucus, Congressman Pat Swindall (R-GA), Reed Irvine oJ
Accuracy in Media, Mrs. Connaught Marshnei
of the Family Protection Report, Dr. Bernard
Nathanson, Judie Brown of American Life
League, Dr. Mildred Jefferson, Ed McAteer ol
the Roundtable, the Rev. James Kennedy, Dr.
Allan C. Carlson of the Rockford Institute.
Joan Rueter ofthe National Association of Pre
America, Richard Bott of Bott Broadcasting.
Dr. Paige Patterson of Criswell College, forme1
Congressman Albert Lee Smith (R-AL), and
Gene Antonio, author of the AIDS Cover-up.
Other signers included representatives from
the National Forum Foundation, Free the
Eagle, Students for America, High Frontier, the
American Bureau of Economic Research.
Thomas Nelson Publishers, Northwood Institute, Contact America, Intercessors for America,
Plymouth Rock Foundation, Summit Ministries, and the Committee on the Status ol
Women.
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The U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services is offering $5.5 mmion in grant
money to programs which work in areas
including (l) the prevention of adolescent premarital sexuality,or (2) the provision of support
services for pregnant teens who are carrying
their babies to term. These categories include a
variety of organizations including Crisis Pregnancy Centers and maternity homes. The deadline to submit applications is April 9, 1987. For
more information and to receive an application
kit, contact the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy
in Washington, D.C. at (202) 245-7473 or
(202) 235-0416.
Ymmg children suffer the effects of divorce
more than older children according to a
University of Michigan professor who has
studied the effectsof divorce on children for ten
years. ProfessorNeil Kalter, a psychologistwho
co-directs the University of Michigan's psychiatry and divorce clinic, found in a recent survey
that almost 75 percent of 6-year-olds blame
themselvesfor their parents' divorce. As a result
of their assumed guilt, Professor Kalter found
that children under age eight generally become
depressed and quiet. A younger child also tends
to believe that a single event led to the collapse
of his parents' marriage and consequently fears
that one mistake could similarly ruin his own
life. That fear often causes young children to be
very cautious and to comply with the wishes of
others. In contrast, children over age eight often
react to divorce by becoming angry and aggressive. The Kalter study also found that, although
children under eight accept stepfathers better
than older children, the same was not true for
mothers. Younger children were less willing to
accept replacements for their mother.
A Utah high school student received permission to be excused from a sd:mol lesson on
euthanasia after she submitted her reasons in
writing to her classroom teacher. The Orem,
Utah high school senior objected to participating in the "Closing the Circle" exercise in
English class which included questionnaires to
evaluate the students' attitudes about euthanasia
both before and after the unit. The student, who
had read Child Abuse in the Classroom, wrote
her paper for the unit on why the teacher should
have requested prior parental permissionbefore
conductingthe lesson.The teacher subsequently
excused the student and gave her a creative
writing assignment.

A New York minister who received national.
publicity when he passed out condoms from
the pulpit on February 8 to increase public
awareness of AIDS has admitted that he has
a criminal record. According to an Associated
Press report (-2-23-87), the Buffalo News
reported on February 18 that Rev. Carl
Thitchener of the Unitarian UniversalistChurch
in Buffalo has an arrest record including convictionsfor disorderly conduct, exposing himself, and driving while intoxicated. The Buff a[o
News stated that Rev. Thitchener's record dates
from 1957when he was charged with attempted
burglary and attempted rape in Poughkeepsie.
The preacher responded to the report by saying
that parts of the story were inaccurate, but he
declined to elaborate. Rev. Thitchener admitted
that "I have from time to time had problems
relating to sexuality and alcohol."
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Wisconsin Mothers Propose and Write
Alternative 'Parents Health Curriculu '
"Don't tell someone what's wrong unless
you have something to replace it with." That is
the motto of six Kenosha mothers who went
one big step beyond protesting the adoption of a
new health curriculum for area schools -- they
wrote an alternative "Parents Curriculum."
The Parents Curriculum came just one vote
short of adoption by the school board last fall.
But the Kenosha parents said that, more important, the introduction of the Parents Curriculum
into the community-wide debate has prevented
the school board from adopting any required
health or sex education program.
Mrs. Delilah Nicholas, leader of the parent
group which wrote the alternative curriculum,
said that she and other parents voiced their
concerns about the proposed Kenosha Unified
a
School District No.I Health Program
public hearing last June. The school district's
program is for grades kindergarten through 12.
Parents expressed concern that the Kenosha
curriculum undermined parental authority and
the traditional family, was too depressing and
negative in nature, and stressed birth control
methods including abortion rather than focusing
on teaching students to say no to premarital sex.
At the June meeting, Mrs. Nicholas asked for
volunteers to help write an alternative "moralitybased" curriculum. The result was a core group
of six mothers who put together the 99-page
"Parents Proposed Family Life Education &
Emotional Growth and Development Program."
The mothers completed the project in six weeks.
Mrs. Nicholas explained that the project
"really wasn't that hard." The mothers set a
goal for themselves of completing at least one
grade level each week.
Each mother initially took one grade level
and researched and developed that unit. The
parents used resources in their local library for
much of their research. Then, other mothers
helped to condense and edit each unit. Mrs.
Nicholas also did artwork and cartoons for the
curriculum.
Mrs. Nicholas said the finished product
contained a positive approach to life, a respect
for parental authority, dear cut "right or
wrong" answers, and "a lot of common sense."
Parents presented the finished curriculum to

at

each school board member in late summer.
According to one school board member, the
parents curriculum was "very professional."

Stark contrast between programs
In order to illustrate the differences in content
and attitude between the school district's proposed program and the Parents Curriculum,
parents pointed out the following highlights
from each program:
Official Kenosha School District curriculum:
llll Senior High: "Given a list of birth control
methods, students will be able to identify methods available and their effectiveness .... students
will be able to decide what decision they would
make to plan for or to avoid pregnancy."
II Junior High: "Assuming a couple is
having sexual intercourse, the most effective
method of birth control is (a) foams or jellies,
(b) the pill, (c) the diaphragm, (d) the condom."
The answer is (b) the pill.
Ill Junior High: "Students will know that
suicide is an ever increasing problem, but that it

can be dealt with through many other avenues
of escape .... Students will be able to show that
people from eight to 80 commit suicide. Given
charts, graph, and reading materials, students
will be able to see the age at which people are
more prone to commit suicide and which
occupations are more likely to have high
suicide levels .... ?
II Grade 6: "Only one of the following
statements about traditional family units is
correct. It is (a) many children will never live in
a traditional family unit, (b) all children will
live in a traditional family unit at some time in
their lives, (c) all children will live in a nontraditional family unit at some time in their
lives, and (d) few children live in non-traditional
family units." The correct answer is (a).
II Grade 5: "Given a film on death or divorce,

New Poll: Nation's Lawyers Say
Public Schools Can Teach Creation
An overwhelming majority of the nation's
lawyers believe that teaching creationism in the
public schools does not violate the establishment
clause of the First Amendment. That's according
to a recent poll commissioned by the American
Bar Association (ABA), the nation's leading
organization of lawyers.
The ABA poll found that 63 percent of all the
lawyers polled thought that the First Amendment does not prohibit teaching creationism in
the schools. That figure increased to 72 percent
among lawyers in the Southwest.
The poll was conducted in October 1986 by
Kane, Parsons & Associates, an opinion research firm in New York. The pollsters surveyed
578 lawyers by mail.
. The ABA poll also found that 57 percent of
lawyers nationwide believethat both creationism
and evolution should be taught in the classroom.
In addition, poll results showed that women
lawyers are less likely to approve of teaching
creationism in public school classrooms. Thirty-six percent of women lawyers believe that
the First Amendment prohibits teaching crea-

tionism in public schools compared to 28
percent of all lawyers.
Younger lawyers also exhibited more hostility
toward teaching creationism. Thirty-eight percent of lawyers under age 35 think that evolution, but not creationism, should be taught in
public schools, compared to 33 percent overall.
The lawyers showed sharper divisions on the
subject of secular humanism. When asked
whether there is such a body of doctrine as
"secular humanism," 21 percent said yes, 43
percent said no, and 36 percent were not sure.
Eighty-one percent oflawyers thought that the
First Amendment does not prohibit the teaching
of "secular humanism" in public schools.
The AEA released the poll results shortly after
the U.S. Supreme Court heard the case of
Edwards v. Aguillard in which the Justices will
decide whether or not Louisiana's "Balanced
Treatment" law violates the First Amendment.
That law requires that creation science be taught
in public school classrooms wherever evolution
science is taught. The Supreme Court's decision
is expected in the coming weeks.

students will describe the differences in parent
and sibling relationships after death or divorce."
Ill Kindergarten: "Given a class discussion
on similarities and differences between children,
students will be able to discuss what characteristics make children alike and characteristics
which make children different. ... students will
be able to tell the difference in relation to
type and physical appearance."
In contrast, the following excerpts are from
the Parents Curriculum:
Grade 1: "Realizing the Importance of
Life. Students will realize all things have a
purpose and we must respect life. [Read] the
book entitled 'Please Don't Step on Me,' or a
similar book on the same subject with pictures
of children at home, school, church, other
places, and with various family members,
holding hands and hugging.
• Grade 2: "Child Molestation Prevention:
Each student should receive a simple drawing
of the outline of a child. Then ask the students to
draw a swimsuit over the area of the child that is
'private' and should not be touched by others.
After the children have had an opportunity to
draw and color in their swimsuits, the teacher
should do the same thing on the blackboard
( one boy and one girl) and label the exposed
areas as 'public' parts and 'private' parts."
~ Grade 4: "Entering Adolescence. To help
you through this time of difficulties as you
attempt to find your place in life, there are some
things you need to understand: EACH ONE
OF YOU has a special talent, ability, and/ or
characteristic that makes you the unique person
you are. Some of the special skills and traits
within you may not have emerged to your
conscious level yet, but they are there. And
when the time is right, they will shine through.
DO NOT DWELL on the things that you
cannot do well, but work on things you can do
and always try to improve. READ GOOD
AND EXCITING BOOKS and expand your
mind and interests."
• Grades 5 & 6: "Reproduction: this should
be made optional for 5th and 6th graders for
two years. Students will understand the cause of
pregnancy by the process of sexual union
between married people. That is the normal
and natural way designed within man to
maintain human life on this earth, and it is
proper through the marriage relationship. Due
to the very delicate nature of this lesson, it is
suggested that permission slips be used and that
the boys and girls be taught in separate classes."
• Grade 5: "Discuss with students that
America has freedoms, liberties, opportunities,
advantages, and technology as compared to
many other parts of the world where there is
much less, arid therefore we should be happy
and appreciative of what we do have."
• Grade 6: "True or False. I believe it is not
harmful to have sexual intercourse before
marriage if a couple has a meaningful relationship." Answer: "False. Infatuation's emotional
high can cause you to feel this relationship is
real, but it is only an emotion. Later, most
people express embarrassment, guilt, low selfrespect, and a feeling of unchangeable loss of
virginity and purity."
111Senior High: "Marriage -- a real comn,itment. Advice for a lasting marriage: Neve, use
the word 'divorce' relating to our marriage; forgive daily, nobody is perfect; always consider
your mate's feelings and opinions before
any decisions, whether big or small; always speak
proudly and lovingly of your mate in public ..."
The Parents Curriculum makes no mention
of contraceptives.
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FOCUS: Drug Abuse--Symptoms& Stages,
howparentsand employerscan recognizeit
by Julian H. Miller II, founder
Anti-Drug-Abuse
Education Fund Inc.
happens when someone takes the
first step into drug-abuse, that moment when
they cross over the line from "won't" to
"wilr'? Every parent o-remployer can watch
for the following warning signs of possible
drug abuse in its developing stages:

l. THE FIRST drug-abuse is usually with
it "pot" or "grass").
marijuana (most userscan
At first, he just "tries it" at the urging of a
friend who gives him a joint (a marijuana
cigarette) free, or shares one with him.
Subsequently he may smoke it occasionally,
either because it may make him feel good, or
perhaps just because of peer pressure at a
party. At this early stage, there is not much
visible change in his life, and his co-workers
or parents probably are not yet aware of his
use. He had not used it until, at a given
moment and opportunity, he decided to "try
it," just to see what it's like, to see whether it
really does give him that "good feeling" he
had heard about. When the effect, if any,
wears off, he returns to normal and thinks
"What's the harm? It didn't hurt me." But
-approximately half of the people who "try
it" do continue on, perhaps to 2. Now WEEK-END "PARTYING"
often includes smoking pot, so now he has to
start buying and paying for it from "friends,"
who eventually may also introduce him to
pills ("uppers" and/ or "downers"), cocaine,
inhalants, or other drugs ... and he may
gradually begin to look forward to this
weekend "partying" for those "good feelings." At this point, he may start looking for
drugs (any kind) in the medicine cabinet at
honie, and he may use home as a free source
of his drugs. He is getting into a HABIT of
seeking the "good feeling" that seems (to
him) to make his troubles go away. He is
getting a more euphoric "high" with repeated
use, but when he comes down from the high,
he is beginning now to get negative changes,
such as signs of depression. Co-workers or
parents now begin to see (if their eyes and
minds are open) changes in his mood and
behavior and appearance; you may notice
the "amotivational syndrome" - he is indifferent, doesn't want to participate, loss of
interest, he "doesn't care" about anything, his
job or school is boring, he is more antiauthority, less honest. Symptoms of potsmoking can also include: reddening of the
eyes (often masked by eye drops), a distinctive odor in room or on clothes, poor
memory, increased appetite, unusual sleepiness, slow reaction to dangerous situations
(as when driving or operating machinery).
3. Next he begins to PULL AWAY from
his old friends and family. He begins to
change friends because, in order to feel more
comfortable about doing drugs himself, he
stops seeinghis friendswho are still "straight;"
he makes new friends who are into pot
and/or other drugs. Now the employer or
can (should) begin to SEE the
vmA~O,v~,
but at first they may think (because
to
that it is 'just a phase."
Mom s!.lys"We need to spend more time
·with
Dad says "We need to tighten up
the rules around here," The user may
recognize this differencebetween the parents
and he manipulates one parent against the
other; his new friends are teaching him "how
to." ff there is no intervention at this progressing stage, he may go on to -

4. Now he is probably BUYING drugs on
a REGULARbasis, and perhaps starting to
deal (sell) drugs to a couple of other users, to
finance his own supply. He may begin
stealing things at home (transistor, jewelry,
fur) to sell, to get money for his drugs. He
may soon add harder drugs (hash, LSD,
cocaine, etc.) that he "tries," in his search for
"higher highs." His usage of drugs may
progress from weekends to a few times a
week, then to daily. By now he may have to
commit thefts and burglaries elsewhere to get
the money. Girls who are developing drug
habits will often "do anything for anybody"
to get the drug-money they need. He may
have felt guilty about causinghis employer or
parents so much worry, and losing his former
friends and achievements, but by now he is
having too much "fun" with his new friends
to quit, and he may be developing physical
and/ or psychological dependence ("a habit"
or "addiction"). Even if discovered, he may
simply react defensively:"I don't care; I like
it; it hasn't hurt me." Symptoms of COCAINE use may include: At first a mood
elevation, he seems very happy, a surge of
excitement and a feeling of great power
(mental and/ or physical), he talks a lot but
does not listen, pupils are dilated, decreased
appetite. Then (after less than an hour) a
let-down feeling, depression, dullness, irritability or tenseness; runny nose. Heavier
cocaine use symptoms may include: Cold
sweats, insomnia, apathy, tremors, weight
loss, anxiety, paranoia, confusion, hallucinations, can't concentrate, can't remember.
5. PAIN. He still feels a euphoric "high"
-but now there is a lot of PAIN (mental
and/ or physical) when he "comes down." He
feels deeper depression. Work or school is
becoming a disaster for him, Superficiallyhe
may be able to maintain a really laid-back
attitude - like he's master of everything but actually he may vaguely realize that he is
losing control of everything.He no longer has
any friendswho don't use drugs. He may be in
trouble with the law. Sexual activity is
rampant. There are angry scenesat home, The
family itself is at war; the younger brothers/
sisters are upset; Mom feels Dad is too strict;
Dad thinks Mom is too easy; and all the time
the basic problem is that the person is on
drugs. The employer or parents realize now
that somethingis wrong, but they stillmay not
have pinned down what it is; perhaps theyjust
simply cannot bring themselves to face the
fact ("My kid would never ..."). At this
advanced stage of drug-usage,the user cannot
be helped unless he is TAKEN OFF drugs
and kept 100% DRUG-FREE for at least
several weeks or months. Otherwise, he
finally may move on (downward) to 6. Now he HAS TO do drugs just to feel
okay. Now he is most likely dealing (selling)
a lot of drugs to other people or he has to steal
or rob, to support his own habit. He usesjust
about anything to get high. He HAS TO use
it just to exist, to make it through the day. But
now, instead of more of the "good feelings"
he felt in the early stages of drug-abuse, he
now is beginning to "bum out." He is
depressed a lot; he may even be considering
suicide. His physical condition i.s deteriorating noticeably, perhaps a gaunt physique,
or a dead look in his eyes. Unless someone
INTERVENES QUICKLY, he faces a very
real threat of major damage to (according to
which drugs he is abusing) his body and/ or
his mind, and possibly leading to his death,
sometimes by unintentional overdose (because his mind is so confused).
(Adapted by Miller. Newlon & MacDonald; Johnson Institute Studies)
Adapted and Copyright1986, by Anti-Drug-AbuseEducationFundInc.,
P.O. Box 31519, SL Louis. MO 63131.
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Legislation Update ...

A bill in the U.S. Congress which would
expand the "Effective Schools" network has
come under criticism from opponents who say
that the legislation is a vehicle to put the
controversial"Mastery Learning" teachingtechnique into the nation's schools.
House Resolution 6 is the "Effective Schools
and Even Start Act" whose stated purpose is "to
establish programs to promote effectiveschools
..."Rep.Augustus Hawkins (D-CA) and Rep.
William Goodling (R-PA) are co-sponsors of
the legislation which is currently in House
Subcommittee on Elementary and Secondary
and Vocational Education.
As stated in the legislation,the term Effective
Schools denotes those schools which have the
following characteristics: (l) strong and effective administrative and instructional leadership
..., (2) emphasis on the acquisition of basic and
higher order skills, (3) a safe and orderly school
environment ..., (4) a climate of expectations
that virtually all children can learn under
appropriate conditions, and (5) continuous
assessmentof students and programs to evaluate
the effects of instructions,
But critics say that you "can't judge this book
by its cover!' Instead, opponents including
Charlotte Iserbyt, a former official in the U.S.
Department ofEducation, said that the Effective
Schools approach is just another name for
Mastery Leaming,
Mastery Learning is the teaching methodology developed largely by B.F. Skinner and Dr.
Madeline Hunter. The technique requires that a
pupil must achieve 100 percent mastery of a
task before proceeding to the next task.

Charlie
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Criticsof Mastery Learningsay that, although
this practice may sound good in theory, it can
be detrimental to students because methods
used to achieve the prescribed "mastery" ignore
the fact that children learn differently and have
different learning speeds and capacities.
Ultimately, critics say, Mastery Leaming
teaches children to respond with prescribed
answers in the absence of thought, rather than
teaching children to think for themselves.
Promoters of the Effective Schools approach
confirmed that Mastery Leaming is directly
connected to Effective Schools.
"Mastery learning and effectiveschools are a
natural marriage," said Dr. Jim Brewer of the
Kelwynn Effect,an educational consulting firm
which is helping to implement effectiveschools
nationwide.
Dr. Brewer said that the Kelwynn group has
worked with over 700 schoolsto implement the
Effective Schools/Mastery Learning program.
The Kelwynn group is a major participant in
the School Effectiveness Training Network
(SET/Net) which received a $4.5 million grant
from the U.S. Department of Education last fall
to provide Effective School training for school
districts across the country. That project will
affect an estimated 1.5 million schoolchildren.

continued-----.,.---~--~---------

drug education and applies to many areas of
"decision-making" and "conflict" in the students' lives.
It is exactly that wide scope of the program
and the methods teachers use to teach Project
Charlie that concern many parents.
Michigan parents said that Project Charlie
uses some of the most dangerous and manipulative "values clarification" techniques developed
by Louis Raths, Sidney Simon, Leland Howe,
and Howard Kirschenbaum.Many of those techniques are explained in the book ValuesClarificationby Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum.
One of the values clarification techniques
used in Project Charlieis a form of the "public
interview," in which students respond aloud in
front of their peers to questions and statements
about personal, nonacademic subjects. In
Project Charlie,the public interview takes the
form of "circle groups'' for class discussion.
Instructional materials tell teachers to direct
students to arrange their chairs to sit in a circle
for discussion.
One Project Charliecircle group exercise is
the "Risk Cards" activity for intermediate
grades four through six. The stated purpose of
the exercise is "to develop the beginnings of
group trust, self-disclosure, risk taking, and a
chance to practice the group rules."
Students go around the circle and read and
complete the risk card phrases aloud. Risk cards
include: I get angry when ...., I don't like it when
...., People can hurt my feelingsby ...., IfI had a
magic ring I would .,.., I wish I could ...., I
would be happier if ..,.,I feel embarrassed when
On Sundays my family .....
An essential component of the Project
Charlie circle group is the "unconditioned
acceptance." The program materials teH the
teacher to respond to students' statements of
self-disclosureabout themselves and their feelings with unconditioned acceptance. Teachers

are instructed to respond to students' statements
"without a value judgment, without looking
shocked, bored, overly pleased or displeased."
But parents object that, if teachers use this
method, students will fail to learn that there is a
right or wrong in many situations, including the
use of drugs.
Minnesota parent Terry Todd pointed out
that parents' fears about the potential results of
this method are confirmed by the developers of
values clarification in the manual Valuesand
Teaching: Working with Values in the Classroom by Louis Raths, Merrill Harm.in, and
Sidney Simon.
The authors explain that this "value-clarifying"method "avoidsmoralizing,criticizing,giving
valuesor evaluating."Instead,"the adult excludes
all hints of 'good' or 'right' or 'acceptable' ..."
Mrs. Todd noted that the same manual also
states that "until a child feels emotionally
secure,for instance,value-clarifyingexperiences
are probably of little benefit and may even add
to his disturbances."
Midwest parents submit 40-page evaluation
In February, a group of midwestern parents
who asked not to be identified wrote and
submitted a 40-page critique of ProjectCharlie
to their local school board. The parents are
requesting that school officials remove the
program from local elementary schools,
They pointed out that only 24 of the 276
pages of Project Charlieare directly related to
chemical dependency. "The program never
says 'say no to drugs,"' said one mother.
The concerned mother quoted the following
passage from page 271 of the program to support her statement "Drugs are neither good nor
bad. It's how you use them that is good or bad.
Some people choose not to use mood altering
chemicals at all; others use them responsibly,
irresponsiblyor become dependent."
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Tennessee Parents Head
Book of the Month
This month, theBook of theMonth column
is devoted to listing the Alabama school
textbooks which state officials will remove
from public school classrooms statewide
because the books promote the religion of
secular humanism in violationof the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.
Home Economics Books
C:H"ing,Deciding and Growing (Ginn and
Co,, Helen McGinley, 1983)
Contemporary Living (Goodheart-Wilcox
Co,, Verdene Ryder, 1981)
Homemaking: Skills for Everyday Living (Goodheart-Wilcox Co., Inc., Frances
Baynor Parnell, 1981, 1984)
Teen Guide (McGraw Hill Book Co,,
Webster Div., ValerieChamberlain,1985)
Today's Teen (Bennett & McKnight Publishing Co., Joan Kelly, 1981)
History Books
America Is (Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Co,, Frank Freidel, 1978)
The American Dream (Scott, Foresman
and Co., Lew Smith, 1980)
Exploring Our Nation's (Globe Book Co.,
Sidney Schwartz, 1984)
Hi§tory of a Free People (Macmillan
PublishingCo., Henry W, Bragdon, 1981)
A History of Om American Republic
(LaidlawBrothers,Glenn M. Linden, 198l)
Our American Heritage (Silver Burdett
Co,, Herbert J. Bass, 1979)
Peop!e .md Om Country (Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, Norman K. Risjord, 1978)
Rise of the American Nation (Harcourt
BraceJovanovich,LewisPaul Todd, 1977)
These United States (Houghton Mifflin
Co., James P. Shenton, 1981)
Social Studies Books
Rand McNaHy Series, 1980 editions
You and Me (Grade 1)
Here We Are (Grade 2)
Our Land (Grade 3)
Where On Earth (Grade 4)
Across America (Grade 5)
World Views (Grade 6)
Scott Foresman Series, 1979 editions
Social Studies (Grade 1)
Soda! Studies (Grade 2)
Sodal Studies (Grade 3)
Social Studies (Grade 4)
Sodai Studies (Grade 5)
Sodru ~tudies (Grade 6)
Speck, 1981 editions
Om Family (Grade 1)
Om Neighbors (Grade 2)
Our Communities (Grade 3)
Our Country Today (Grade 4)
Our Country's History (GradeS)
Our World Today (Grade6)
Laidlaw, 1981 editions
Understanding People (Grade 1)
Understanding Families (Grade2)
Understanding Communities (Grade3)
Understanding Regions of the Earth
(Grade4)
Understanding The World
Understanding Om Country
HoughtonMifflin, 1980 editions

At Home, At School
In our·Community
Ourselves and Others
Our Home, The Earth
America:Past and Present
Around the World

Some Tennessee state officials who vlfantto
mandate "Family Life" education in schools
statewide have met their match in a coalition of
parents and pro-family leaders who are equaHy
determined to stop sex ed from becoming a
required course.
Most recently, opponents of mandated
Family Life education generated statewide
publicity when they testified against a possible
mandate at the state capitol in Nashville.
Pro-family leader Claire Bawcom said that,
although the Family Life curriculum is not
currently a required course, "we knew there
was going to be a push" to mandate the
program because school districts have not
responded to the wishes of some state officials,
The Franklin County mother explained that,
in February 1985, the Tennessee Legislature
passed legislation which required all state
schools to adopt a uniform state "health"
curriculum. The legislationprovided that adoption of the Family Life unit was optional and left
up to the local school districts.
However, since 1985, only 41 out of 141
school districts have adopted the Family Life
unit. That number is a disappointment to many
state officials who recently expressed frustration that more districts have not signed onto
the program.
Although no formal legislation has yet been
introduced to mandate the Family Lifeprogram,
the recent appearance of pro-family leaders
before the Tennessee House Education Committee on February 10 was a preemptory strike
in order to alert citizens and legislators to the

ff Push For

andated Sex Ed

of an attempted change in state basic skills are five times as likely to become
policy and to the opposition which such a mothers before age 16 as are those '.:vithaverage
basic skills.
change would face.
Mrs. Bawcom also presented
member with a box of animal cr2tckerswith ,ti~
following note attached: "Sex Education without moral absolutes is animal lev.el sex, Help "
keep us out of the zoo. Vote NO to Sex
Education in Tennessee Schools,''
Local versus state control
For school officials,the Family Life debate is
largely an issue of local versus state control.
Cumberland County Superintendent Arlan
IHiteracylinked to teen pregnancy
Way said that the council of 14 superintendents
Representing Eagle Forum, Mrs. Bawcom in the Upper Cumberland area is unanimous in
told legislators that Tennessee's high illiteracy its recommendation that the adoption of the
rate may be linked to its teenpregnancyproblem. Family Life unit remain a matter of "local
She noted that Tennessee ranks second among prerogative."
the states in illiteracy.Mrs. Bawcom said that a
Grassroots opposition to sex ed
solid basic academic education, not sex edualready establi!,hed
cation, is the key to curbing teenage pregnancy,
Mrs. Bawcom said that a statewide network
"You as legislatorsare goingto be confronted of grassroots opposition to family life/sex
with the responsibility of determining whether education is already well established,
or not to mandate yet another nonacademic
The pro-family leader explained that parents
subject to an already overburdened curriculum and leaders in nearly an Tennessee counties are
laced with nonbasics,,.,," said Mrs. Bawcom. equipped with copies and critiques of the state
"A new study of adolescent pregnancy sug- Family Life program to expose and oppose any
gests that education may be the best prevention sex education initiative in their local districts.
- not sex education - but basic education as
One of the most helpful tools in the Tennessee
in academics, This study from the Children's citizens' battle against mandated sex education,
Defense Fund suggests a causal link between said Mrs, Bawcom, is a list of 20 questions
academic failure and adolescent pregnancy."
which parents and citizens can ask their school
The Eagle Forum leader said that the study, and local officials.See questions below.
whose findings are based on the U.S. Labor
The answers to those questions, said Mrs,
Depa11ment's national longitudinal survey of Bawcom, help swell the ranks of those opposed
young Americans, shows that girls with poor to mandated sex education.

Ter111essee
Parents Fight S~x Ed

ith '20

Ill Who will teach sex educati:on ® At what age do pupils receive any form of
teachers, specialist teachers, guidance coun- family life education/sex education and are
selors? What qualifies them to teach this course materials appropriate for the age of the child? In
other words, does it force advanced concepts
of study?
and vocabulary on children too young to
Ii If the regular classroom teacher is to be the
understand or be interested?
instructor, will he or she feel overburdened by
!iii Will there be any outside agencies or
accepting yet another responsibilitythat rightly
belongs to parents?ff the classroom teacher speakers involved at any time? ff so, for what
does everything that is required to educate purpose do they come, are they supervised by
youngstersin the area of academics, is there school staff while with the children, how long
even time to incorporate sex ed into the do they spend with the pupils, and at what age?
curriculum?
@ What arrangements are there for parents to
;1e What is the aim and purpose of sex withdraw their children from sex education
education at your schools? Is it to lower should they so wish?
venerealdisease, illegitimacy,the incidenceof
• Does the program omit all references to
promiscuity, perversion and divorce? Where
moral standards of right and wrong teaching
can we look for success with sex education
only animal-levelsex? Does it omit mentionof
-school, stateor nationthatcan be heldup as a
the spiritual, psychological, emotional, and
beacon to show what is to be accomplished?
physical benefits of premarital chastity, marital
Sweden is a nationthat has had mandatorysex
fidelity, and traditional family life? Does it omit
education since 1954 and it has the highest
mention of the spiritual, psychological, emovenerealdiseaserateandthe highestsuiciderate
tional and physical penalties and risks of
of any civilizednation.
fornication,adultery,and promiscuity?
e Is sex educationplaced withinthe overall
• Does it requireinstructionand discussion
syllabusof any particulardepartment- science,
to take place in sex-integrated(co-ed) classes
social studies,health,or does it receiveseparate
ratherthan separateclasses for boys and girls?
treatment?
How longwillthe courselastandhow
Does it requireboys and girlsto discussprivate
much timewillbe spentper dayon thesubject?
parts and sexual behavior openly in the class• What will be the policy for notifying room with explicitvocabulary,therebydestroyparents of the contents and method of sex ingtheirnaturalmodesty,privacyand psychoeducation and of inviting their comments logical defenses against immoral sex? Does it
and/ or participation?What visual and audio requireboys andgirlsto drawor traceon paper
aids will be used in terms of films, filmstrips, intimatepartsof the male and female bodies?
slides,tapes?What aretheirtitles,contents,and
• Does it urge boys and girlsto seek help
by whom are they published?What books will
from or consult only or primarilypublic agenbe used- title,author,publisher,andcopyright
cies rather. than their parents or religious
date? What other literaturewill be used advisors?Does it encouragechildrennot to tell
leaflets, pamphlets, posters - and what are
their parents about the sex ed curriculumor
theirtitlesandwho are theirpublishers?What about theirsexualbehavioror problems?
facilitiesaretherefor parentsto see the literature
to be used, hear any audio aids and view any
• Does it omit mentioning chastity as a
visual aids?
method (the only absolutemethod) ofpreven-

uestions'

ting teenage pregnancies and V.D.? Does it
present abortion as an acceptable method of
birth euntml?
(Ii Does it assume that all boys and girls are
engaging in immoral sex, thereby encouraging
them to accept promiscuous sexual acts as
normal? Does it try to eliminate all guilt for sin?
Does it fail to stress marriage as the most moral,
most fulfillingand/ or most socially acceptable
method of enjoying sexual activity?

• Does it present homosexual behavior as
normal and acceptable?
~ Does it omit mention of the incurable types
of V.D. which today affect millions of Americans? Does it falsely imply that all V,D. can be
cured by treatment? Does it give respectability
to VD, by listing famous people who had it?
@ Does it omit mention of the danger of oervical cancer in femalesfrom early promiscuity?

• Does it require boys and girls to engage in
role~playing(pretending one is pregnant, pretending one has to admit having V.D., pretending to use various types of contraceptives)
thereby encouraging peer pressure to be exerted
on the side of fornication rather than chastity?
• Does it use a vocabulary which disguises
immorality? For example, "sexually active" to
mean fornication, "sexual partners" to mean
sex in or out of marriage, "fetus" to mean baby,
"termination of pregnancy" to mean killing a
prebom baby.
·
• Does it ask unnecessary questions which
cause children to doubt their parents' religious
and social values (is there a need for a wedding
ceremony, religious or civil)?
• Can the sex ed curriculum reasonably be
described as a "how to" course in sexual acts
(instruction which obviously encourages individual experimentation)?

